
SalzAlpenSteig - Prien am Chiemsee - Grassau

HIKING TOUR

From the moorland on the banks of Lake Chiemsee, it goes along the Bernauer Achen through the beautiful forests above 
Rottau and Kuchten to the center of Grassau.

Starting point
Prien am Chiemsee train station

Location
grass sow


distance:
19.1 kilometres 

duration:
06:25 hours


maximum altitude:
707 meters 

minimum altitude:
518 meters


altitude difference:
475 ascending 

altitude difference:
472 descending

Prien am Chiemsee train station - Prien Evangelical Church - Herrenberg - Chiemsee - Bernau - Bernauer Achen - 
Bergham - Kucheln - Tourist Information Grassau

The hike starts at the train station in Prien and first takes us to the town's evangelical church . Directly behind the church 
begins a landscape conservation area with a beautiful forest , which later turns into fields with a view over the market 
town and finally leads us to the Herrenberg with the "Old Villa". There we cross the noble residential area and come back 
to the fields at an old farmhouse , from where we have a great view of the mountains .

We continue through moor forests , mainly characterized by birches and oaks, until we reach the shore of Lake 
Chiemsee . Here a fantastic view awaits us and the opportunity to take a break before continuing through the moorland 
on the banks of Lake Chiemsee to Bernau. Here we first follow the course of the Bernauer Achen , then we continue 
across fields up to Bergham and from there into the forests above Bernau and Rottau until we finally reach Kuchten and 
then Grassau .

You can find out about places to stop off at the Tourist Information in Grassau or on Tel. +49 8641 / 69796-0

https://www.chiemsee-chiemgau.info/urlaub-chiemsee
https://www.chiemsee-chiemgau.info/urlaub-chiemsee
https://www.chiemsee-chiemgau.info/grassau
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